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Disclaimer
This presentation ("Presentation") has been prepared by Larus Energy Limited (“Larus” or the “Company”) as a summary
only and does not contain all the information about the Company’s assets and liabilities. This material is given in
conjunction with an oral presentation and other more detailed documents and should not be taken out of context.
Although the information contained herein is based upon generally available information and has been obtained from
third-party sources believed to be reliable, the Company does not guarantee its accuracy, and such information may be
incomplete or condensed. To the extent permitted by law, the Company and its officers, employees, agents and advisors
do not accept liability to any person for any direct indirect or consequential loss or damage arising from the use of this
material.
Not a Prospectus or any Form of Offer
This Presentation, and any further information provided in connection with it, is neither a prospectus nor any other
form of offer to invest in Larus securities. Nor should it be considered as the giving of investment advice by Larus or any
of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers. Nor does it purport to contain all the information
that a prospective investor may require in connection with any potential investment in Larus. Any recipient of this
Presentation must make their own independent assessment of Larus after making such investigations and taking such
advice as may be deemed necessary. Accordingly, this information is being supplied to you, in whole or in part, for
information purposes only and not for any other purpose.

Forward Looking Information
This Presentation contains forward looking and other subjective information. Such expectations, estimates, projections
and information are not a guarantee of future performance and involve unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results
and developments will almost certainly differ from those expressed or implied and you should make your own
assessment of the expectations, estimates, projections and the relevant assumptions and calculations upon which the
opinions, estimates and projections are based. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given as to the
accuracy of the information or opinions contained in this document and no liability is accepted by the Company or
director, member, officer, employee, agent or adviser for any such information or opinions.

Exploration – what others are doing in the region

G&G – what others are doing in the region.
There is a massive amount of offshore 2D seismic
being acquired in SE PNG.
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Mailu 1

Searcher planning to infill the Roho Airborne
Survey, a multi-client airborne gravity gradiometry
and magnetics survey.

PPL326 onshore – flat coastal plains

Mailu 1 is a drape anticline and well south
of the frontal thrust.
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UNCONFORMITIES
1. Recent to Pliocene basins defined between the present-day sea floor and Woodlark Basin break-up unconformity.
2. Miocene to Paleocene basins bounded by an unconformity at the top and the Coral Sea break-up unconformity at the base, which corresponds to the C21 magnetic anomaly (5.2 Ma to 60 Ma).
Eocene foreland and frontal bulge unconformity?
3. Upper Cretaceous basins defined between the Coral Sea and Tasman Sea break-up unconformities (60 Ma or 79 Ma).
4. Lower Cretaceous to Upper Permian basins with the Middle Triassic and Permo-Carboniferous successions considered analogous to the Bowen and Galilee Basins located onshore Queensland in Australia.
5. Lower Permian to Upper Carboniferous basins are most likely economic basement.
6. Basement to Moho package allowing differentiation between continental, transitional and oceanic crust and consequently refinement of e xisting plate tectonic models.
Plays
Compressional fold belt features, some up to 500 km long, not tested in deep water.
Pliocene detached basin floor fans;
Miocene pinnacle structures analogous to the Pasca and Pandora gas discoveries;
(Late Cretaceous) break-up structures of various ages;
Lower Cretaceous to Upper Triassic reservoir/seal pairs – primary targets in onshore and offshore PNG exploration;
Middle Triassic to Upper Carboniferous reservoir/seal pairs analogous to the Bowen and Galilee Basins in Queensland;
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PPL579

Zooming in to PPL579.
The ‘tweaks’ to the interpretation are;
• The Coral Sea Unconformity is cut by the Oligocene Unconformity but
Mesozoic still present.
• The southern margin of the Torres Basin is now known
• Increased thickness in seal over Miocene Carbonates
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Above: Composite seismic line with interpretation.
Left: Seismic line location (red line).

PPL579

Papuan Basin Analogue
For
Source/Reservoir/Seal/Play

Oil Window

Gas Window

Hill et al 2000, Structural and Stratigraphic Shelf-Edge hydrocarbon plays in the Papuan Fold Belt, 4th Sym

Structural History of the North PNG Coast
Extension-Extension-Drift-Compression-Foreland-Extension
Triassic Cretaceous Cretaceous Miocene Pliocene Recent

Starting configuration (15 Myr)

End configuration (Today)

Oil Seep

Panorama looking west along the foothills to the north of PPL579. The flat coastal plain is seen in the
distance. A major thrust fault system is under the hills and comes to the surface at the foot of the hills.
The seep is down the gully to the right of the vehicle.
PPL326 onshore – flat coastal plains

Oil Seep

Oil sample under normal
light.
PPL326 onshore – flat coastal plains

Oil sample under UV light.

Sample on water and pure
light crude oil.

2017 Oil Seep – Analysis - Recapping
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Seep Sections
Gas chromatography
The science is: Pr/Ph 3.9-4.0 in refined oils but here at the seep Pr/Ph is 4.9 There are different patterns of intra-paraffin
peaks between refined oil and the seep sample. Very high Pr/Ph ratios (more than 3) are associated with terrestrial
sediments, fluvio-marine and coastal swamp environments. High values (4 to 10) are related to peat swamp depositional
environments (oxidizing conditions).

PPL326 onshore – flat coastal plains

Farmout Effort and Conferences
The farmout effort has now be ramped up following the seismic program results and the oil seep discovery.

Torres Basin Plays and Petroleum Systems

Petroleum Source Rocks
and ‘Kitchen’
PPL579

PPL326 onshore – flat coastal plains

APPL580

Petroleum Systems
Oil and Gas

Time-space p

Summary
• PPL579 work program favourable within the current exploration
climate. Meeting Years 1 & 2 commitment.
• Seismic database improvements consolidate Larus geological
model
• PPL579 over the Torres Basin holds analogous plays and petroleum
systems of those proven in the Papuan and East Papuan Basins
• The first oil seep discovery in the Torres Basin greatly reduces the
exploration risk. Ongoing analysis will further reduce risk.
• Farmout efforts are targeted and on going.

